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Abstract

Cases where three kinds of fluctuations having the different typical scale-lengths

coexist are analyzed, and the statistical theory of strong turbulence in inhomogeneous

plasmas is developed. Statistical nonlinear interactions between fluctuations are kept -in

the analysis as the renormalized drag, statistical noise and the averaged drive. The

nonlinear interplay through them induces a quenching or suppressing effect, even if all

the modes are unstable when they are analyzed independently. Variety in mode

appearance takes place: one mode quenches the other two modes, or one mode is

quenched by the other two modes, etc. The bifurcation of turbulence is analyzed and a

phase diagram is drawn. Phase diagrams with cusp type catastrophe and butterfly type

catastrophe are obtained. The subcritical bifurcation is possible to occur through the

nonlinear interplay, even though each one is supercritical turbulence when analyzed

independently. Analysis reveals that the nonlinear stability boundary (marginal point) and

the amplitude of each mode may substantially shift from the conventional results of

independent analyses.

Keywords: multiple scale-lengths, turbulence transition, strong turbulence,

statistical theory, renormalization, subcritical bifurcation, phase diagram
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, progress has been made in the field of theory and modelling of plasma

turbulence. Methodologies of turbulence theories have been advanced, and the theory for

turbulence suppression and transition is a successful example for it. (See, for a review,

e.g. refs. 14].) In particular, emphasis has been made on the importance of the

nonlinear interplay between separated fluctuations having the different typical scale

lengths. The scale separation is often used in a conventional approach: one class of mode

is analyzed independently where fluctuations of the other scale lengths are often neglected

or given. It has been shown that this simplification is not always relevant, and the

interactions between the modes with different scale lengths have a large impact on the

evolution of the turbulence [5]. Other examples that show the importance of nonlinear

interactions between different lengths include the dynamics of the meso-scale structure of

the radial electric field and microscopic fluctuations 6], the electric field domain interface

[7, 8], zonal flow 9, 1 0] and streamer [I I.

Fluctuations in plasmas consist of different fluctuations with typical scale lengths
being separated. For instance, fluctuations in the range of ion gororadius (- Pi 12, 131

and those in the range of collisionless skin depth (- c1cop ) 14, 15] have been subject to

an intensive experimental study. The longer wavelength mode has an important role for

transport, even though the growth rate is small or negative 5]. As an opposite example,

an importance of much-shorter wave-length fluctuations (e.g., the electron temperature
gradient (ETG) mode with the scale length of electron gyroradius - p, is theoretically

recognized 16]. These observations and studies clearly demonstrate the necessity of the

study of the nonlinear interplay between fluctuations of different scale lengths.

In this paper, we analyze the turbulence composed of three different kinds of

collective modes with different scale lengths. The nonlinear interplay is analyzed, and the

transitions among them are investigated. A phase diagram is summarized. A new insight

is given for the transition of turbulence. A butterfly type catastrophe as well as a cusp

type catastrophe is revealed. A transition between different state of turbulence can be a

subcritical excitation, even if each one might be excited through supercritical excitation

when analyzed independently.

The constitution of this paper is the following. In section 2 the model and basic

equations are given. Using a reduced set of equations for fluctuating fields, the self and

mutual nonlinear interactions are formally divided into drags, drives and noises 5, 17-

22]. A statistical average is made and a closed set of equations is given. An analysis on

the turbulence bifurcation is given in section 3 The summary and discussion are given in

section 4.

In order to discriminate three kinds of different scale lengths, we use the symbol

1, h
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for the mode of the longest scale length, the intermediate scale length, and the shortest

scale length, respectively. Names of'macro','serni-micro', and'micro' are also used in

conjunction with this distinction of lengths. This choice of names only implies the order

of lengths. When one analyzes the case of I ion temperature gradient (ITG) mode 3],

current-diffusive interchange mode (CDIN4) 23-25] and ETG mode), the relevant
lengths are p i , clo)p and p, . Then the name of 'macro mode' means the scale length of

p i , although this 'macro' mode has short wave length in comparison with the global

scale lengths.

2. MODEL

2.1 Model equations and approximations

The derivation of statistical equation has been developed in previous articles [5,

18-221. The dynamical equations of fluctuation fields are given in a form as

a f + Zo)f ' 1�f, f) + Shat

where fT= (0, JI, VII, Pe Pi) is the fluctuating component of electrostatic potential,

parallel current, parallel velocity, electron pressure and ion pressure, and AV I f ) stands

for the nonlinear terms

- v-2[0,V2
N(f, = I io I . The bracket

[fg] denotes the Poisson bracket, [f, g] (Vf xVg)-b, b = B1B0 denotes the unit vector
in the direction of the magnetic field and P�8-2. Physics variables (e.g.,

J11 V p, pi) magnetic field B electric field, length and time) are normalized

according to a standard convention. Various choices of non-nalization are described in

detail in ref.[261. The linear operator -ZO) represents the linear property of fluctuations.

-ZO) contains the influences of the plasma gradients (those of pressure, ion and electron

temperatures), the transport coefficients by the collisions] process (being expressed as
gi, g, , , Rp , X" , , X,, i for the shear viscosity, electron viscosity, parallel viscosity

of ions, electron thermal diffusivity and ion thermal diffusivity, respectively) the

properties of the magnetic field (inhomogeneity, magnetic shear, etc.) or that of the radial

electric field inhomogeneity.

The nonlinear terms are expressed as a sum of the drag, drive and the noise as

Alf, F f + Df + Sself + 9shorter (2)
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where - F f is the drag term, f is the drive term, Self is the self nonlinear noise

terin and hortr is the nonlinear noise term owing to the fluctuations that belong to the

class of much shorter scale lengths. The drag term is originated from the self drag and

those by the fluctuations that belong to the class of shorter scale lengths. The drive ten-n

is owing to the fluctuations that belong to the class of much longer scale length. By use

of Eq.(2), Langevin equations are derived from Eq.(l as

af + = elf + Sshorter (3)at

for macro, semi-n-�cro and micro modes, respectively, where

Z= P) + F- D (4)

is the renon-nalized operator. A statistical modelling of the nonlinear term has been

discussed in ref.[51. In Appendix A, a brief summary is made.

The nonlinear dispersion relations are given as

det X + j�(O) + F) + rl) + rh) 0 (5a)

det 0 + P) + (l) + rh - 0(-) 0 (5b)

det Xh +-Z') + rth - Pt- - -Vt1) 0 (5c)

where X' , X and kh are nonlinear eigenvalues for the macro mode, semi-micro mode

and micro mode, respectively. In the following, the index m , 1 and h stand for the

macro, semi-rnicro and micro mode fluctuations, respectively.

2.2 Nonlinear equations for reduced variables

From the solution of the Langevin equations 3) a statistical average of fluctuation

amplitude is derived. The Fluctuation Dissipation D) relation, that the average of

fluctuation amplitude and noise satisfy, has been derived. With the help of

diagonalization approximation, by which the correlation functions of noise terms are

represented by the autocorrelation of fluctuations 18-22], one has an explicit form of the
FD relation. The eddy-damping rate'Yj is related to the fluctuation amplitude through
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renormalization relation. Equation (5), the FD relation and the renormalization relation

for eddy damping rate 17] form a closed set of equations that determines the fluctuation

levels (Im , Il Ih ), the decorrelation rates (km x/ , xh ) and the eddy-damping rates
M YI h(7V V 7V simultaneously in the presence of global inhomogeneities. A derivation

has been discussed in [5] and is not repeated here. (See Appendices A and B.) A case of

the combinations of (resistive-g mode, ion temperature gradient (ITG) mode and current-

diffusive interchange mode (CDIM)) is explicitly explained also in the Appendix B. A

set of equations which includes the nonlinear interplay between three classes of

fluctuations is expressed for fluctuation amplitudes I' and Ih [5]. Equations (B21)-

(1323) form a closed set of reduced variables.

As is explained in the appendix, this set of equations for the fluctuation levels is

characterized by several parameters. The controlling parameters are the driving source

terms, Dm, D1, D h and the critical levels of fluctuations for suppressing turbulence,

,/am h+-I h,,-m
eff eff I ff ) They are defined as follows.

DM= I (0),/Wm 2)_1 - km -2 (6a)
Ec 'YO O

Di=( I 0),/(Ol 2 yl k' -2 (6b)
Ec 0 0

and

Dh I + h )2)- ' yh k h-2 (6c)
(O)EII(O& 0 0

represent driving sources for the macro, sen-ti-inicro and micro mode fluctuations, 'YO

stands for the each nonlinear growth rate without coupling and nonlinear noise, km k,

and k h are typical wavenumbers, and OVI is the E B shearing rate by the global radial

electric field,

COE] = d Er (7)B dr

E, and E are the critical values for the suppression of the modes. The

parameters

I,'-- (I a)E1(oE,)')(coEc) '(km)4 (8a)
ff



+ 0)'I(Oh )')((oh - 4
Ec Ec)'(k') (8b)

and

ih+-m I + (WE1WEC)2)(COEhj2 (km)-4 (8c)
eff

stand for the characteristic fluctuation level at which the semi-micro mode is suppressed

by the macro mode, the micro mode by the semi-n-&ro mode and the micro mode by the

macro mode, respectively.

The coupled equations, which are shown as Es.(B2l)-(B23) in Appendix B, are

given in a normalized form for the macro, serni-micro and micro modes as

f
2)2 +

-X 2^M 2 (9a)
D I + 15,,n2X2)

2 ^h m
2 bm 2 2-D D (I -X2)Z

a I X Cy (9b)

and

2

Z I 1 2 )2(l bhbm (I
,6 I TIC X2 + hm X2)2 -X2)Z

h CF 49
(OE'

X2 1 Ubh Z

=T+Z -4bm (1 -X2) (9c)

In Eq.(9) a normalization is introduced for a convenience of the analysis. Levels of

fluctuations are normalized as

X 6-M = �_,' Z (10)
J� D' D h

As a unit of fluctuation level, one may use
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V,-Ih - (Oh O)h m (01, p<- 1 Ec ih -- m Ec ff - Eceff 1)2 V�'p -)2 Etnd m)2 (I )
(k eff (k (k

We use normalized driving parameters as

h D h D' m Dm
"I IdD (12)

Fh -<- h p- 1 5 - -M-
AV eff V/Ieff V eff

hp<- I
The driving parameters Dh and D are normalized to eff which is the characteristic

level of fluctuations for the semi-n-iicro mode to suppress the micro mode. Additional

parameter is introduced as

hp- 1 2
Ieff o)Eh km

(13)
co�jk )2

related to the normalization of Dm

Equation 9) is derived for the condition that all the three classes of fluctuations

are excited. If one amplitude out of them vanishes, the governing equations are reduced

those for the two kinds of fluctuations and are given in [5].

3. Analysis of Bifurcation and Phase Diagram

A simplified analysis, in which nonlinear interactions between different

fluctuations are neglected, gives an independent solutions

= I = I and z = (14)

In the absence of the nonlinear interaction, three classes of fluctuations can be

independently unstable and the levels are given by the solution

im- m)2 )2 ih - h)2 .
- (D P -- (D and ( D (15)

Solutions of Eq.(9) give a new catastrophe structure with multiple solutions.

3.1 Overview of coupled equations

Before showing the detailed solutions of Eq.(9) a few remarks on an overview is

made.
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Equations (9a)-(9c) are nonlinear coupled equations of (X, Y, ) for parameters

) f)l fh a and OEh�6)1 This set of equations has the following characteristics.Ec

Variables and z are eliminated form the equation for the macro mode, and Eq.(9a) is a

closed equation for x . It is decoupled from Es.(9b) and (9c). The variable y is

eliminated from the equation of the micro mode, and Eq.(9c) contains only x and z .

From these properties, x is first solved from Eq.(9a). Once x is obtained, Eq (9c is

then solved, giving a solution of z . Substitution of solutions of x and z into Eq.(9b), y

is solved imediately. The solution (X, Y, ) is derived.

This set of equations 9) is deduced with the assumption that all the three modes

have finite amplitude. In order that all the three kinds of fluctuations are excited,

XYZ>O , (16)

severalconstraintsinthefollowingareimposed. FromEq.(B21),x isboundedas

X< . (17)

This shows that the nonlinear coupling between semi-micro and micro modes always

reduce the amplitude of the global mode. In the absence of the coupling, the solution
x is given. From Eq.(9b), one finds a constraint

f) M
Z< (Y fh X2 . (18a)

In addition, Eq.(9b) provides additional constraint that

b M

(Y N (1 -X2) (I 8b)

must be satisfied.

In the following subsections, the solutions (X, Y, ) are shown for various ranges

of driving parameters 5m , 51 and '6h . Number of solutions that satisfy Eq.(16 is
^M I h

investigated, and the phase diagram is drawn in the parameter space of D and

A care is necessary when one studies the relation between the set of equations 9)

and the equations for the two kinds of modes which have been discussed in ref.[5].
When one studies the behaviour of the solution x the analysis is given along a line

similar to the one in ref.[5]. However, when one considers the solutions (Y' ) the
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situation is different. In the case that the macro mode is absent, Eq.(9a) is not required to

be satisfied. One must use the simple result in ref.[5] for (Y' Z I and need not to proceed

to E.(9). Equations (9a)-(9c) are deduced with the condition < x, y, z . The deduction

of Es.(9a)-(9c) uses the relation x > 0 so that Eqs.(9b) and (9c) with x = do not

agree with the result in ref.[5]. In other words, the solution (X, Y, ) does not always

converge in the limit of x ---> 0 to the solution (Y' ) which is given in the theory of two

kinds of fluctuations in ref.[5].

Keeping these characteristics in mind, the analysis of Eq.(9) is given in the

following. First, the solution of the global mode is discussed in the subsection 32.

Then the fluctuation amplitude of the semi-micro and icro modes are investigated in the

subsection 33.

3.2 Excitation of the global mode
Equation (9a) is a closed equation for x and studying it gives a perspective for

the excitation of the global mode. Equation (9a) is rewritten as

5m2 2 [
X2) 2(l + j X2 DM I (19)

2) 

The solution is controlled by two parameters, bm and 015 I/,5m i.e., the magnitude of

the drive of the macro mode and that of the semi-micro mode.

Equation 19) is solved for various values of controlling parameters. In the case

that

15 < b' 1.29 (20)

equation 19) can have one solution if the condition

N
Y C < (21)

is satisfied. Even for a fixed value of the self-driving parameter bm the amplitude x is

influenced by the coupling with the serni-Mlcro mode. As is shown in Fig. 1, x is a

decreasing function of the drive of semi-micro mode d' ) IIbm . At the critical value of

(22)
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1 0.5- 1 29 3
X

x Dm t

0 0 1
(YD'/ Dm 1 0.9 IUD'/ Dm 1

Fig.l. Amplitude of the macro mode x as a function of the drive of semi-micro mode cy]51/15 m . The

driving parameter 15'n is fixed constant. An expanded view is given near the critical value of

B'n . Bm 1.29 Solid lines show the case of monotonous dependence on 015 11,5m and dashed one

indicates a cusp type bifurcation.

the macro mode is subject to the supercritical excitation.

When the driving parameter for the macro mode increases,

> (23)C I

multiple solutions can exist. As is illustrated in Fig.2 a cusp type catastrophe occurs.

The branch of strong excitation of the macro mode (shown by the solid line) takes place

in the parameter range

f 1

< Y < (24)

M
The lower branch of x appears near m and disappears at ID I shown

in an expanded view of Fig. I (b). In the parameter range of

I

x

0 1 2 3 a D'/ Dm 5

Fig.2. Amplitude of the macro mode x as a function of the drive of semi-micro mode 011r)m The

driving parameter Dm is fixed constant. Solid curve shows the branch of strongly excited macro

turbulence. Dashed curve indicates an unstable branch.
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f I

C2<y (y< 1, (25)

three branches exist. Two are stable, and the intermediate one is unstable and is not

realized as a stationary state. c I and C2 denote the critical values and are functions of
M15 . C1('6M) andC2(15m) are estimated later. In the range of

f I

I < Y G<C, (26)

the lower branch disappears (i.e., only being sustained by noise). It should be noted that

the subcritical excitation takes place at the critical condition

(YN1b M = C I (27)

This subcriticality is owing to the nonlinear interaction with semi-rnicro and micro

fluctuations. Even though the drive of the macro mode 5'" is positive, the macro mode

can be quenched.

Theboundariescl(D-) andC2 ('6,n) are analytically estimated. In the limit of

large 5m the left hand side of Eq.(19) takes maximum value

_ (, +,bm2)4

fm - -4 at = M f)m 2 (28)
16f) 2 2

A critical condition of the ridge point of Fig.2 is estimated by the condition that the right

hand side is equal to f.. at x = xm , i.e.,

I f)-2 2 1/2

CT C ) - 2 r2I m2 (29)
4b 2 v'2 +

Expanding the left hand side of Eq.(19) up to the quadratic term, the lower boundary 2

for the critical condition is estimated as

b I 1 1/2

DM = C = (30)



1.04

(ID
(YD Dm 0 2

0 1

0.96 2
0 Dm 4 4 S

Fig.3 Phase diagram for the macro fluctuations in the parameter space of (Bm, YN ). (a) Numbers in

the segmented regions denote the number of solutions of x . A solid curve is an analytic estimate and

circles show numerical solutions. An expanded view is given in (b) on (15m, W5I1,5m plane.

M
The phase diagram is shown in Fig.3(a) in the parameter space of(15 , ab') Numbers

inthesegmentedregionsdenotethenumberofsolutionsofx. AsolidcurveinFig.3(a)

is an analytic estimate Eq.(29) and circles show numerical solutions. An expanded view
M, Y'61 - M

is given in Fig.3(b) on the 5 ID ) plane.

3.3 Excitation of the semi-micro and micro modes

3.3.1 Case of weak drive for macro mode

When the drive for the macro mode is weak and the parameter bm is small,

,5m << I x has only one solution in the range of Eq.(21). Amplitudes y and z are

given as a function of 51 and j5h . (When Eq.(21) is not satisfied, the macro mode is

quenched. The problem reduces to the one for nonlinear interaction between two kinds of

fluctuations, and has been analyzed in [5], and is not reproduced in this article.)
Figure 4 illustrates the amplitudes y and z as a function of the driving parameter

151 for a fixed value of 5h . (Examples of the parameters are chosen as D h (0 - 2EV E,

(kmlk') = 1/10 and = /5 .) When the driving source of the semi-micro mode is

weak, 51 << I the fluctuation is dominated by the global mode, x . The other scale

fluctuations are suppressed by the global mode. As the drive of the sen-ii-micro mode &

increases, one branch of fluctuations (YI, I) (weak semi-n�iicro mode and strong icro

mode) appears. The behavior near the critical point is the supercritical excitation for the

serrii-micro mode. (The critical condition for excitation of the serni-micro mode is shifted

from 15 = to a finite value of 151 owing to the presence of the macro mode

fluctuations.) There are two states of fluctuations in which all the three modes are excited

simultaneously. With the increase of the drive for semi-micro mode, the second state of
the fluctuations Y21 Z2) is allowed to appear. The amplitude Of Z2 exceeds unity, that is,
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___T_ T

X z2
z

-------------
------------

YZ

0 0.1 D1 0.2

Fig.4 Amplitudes of the macro mode, semi-micro and micro mode fluctuations as a function of the

drive of the semi-micro mode 51 . Other parameters are fixed as 5' = 120 I = . 15 and = 5

(Thick solid curve shows x . Dotted curves for one solution (x, 1, Z ), and dashed-dotted curves for the

other solution (XI Y2, Z2 ). Thick curves for and thin ones for 

the micro mode (Z2 is more strongly excited than the case where this mode is

independently excited. When 151 further increases, the macro mode is quenched by the

sen-ii-micro and micro mode. The state, in which all three fluctuations are strongly

excited, disappears.

Based on the study of solutions, a phase diagram is drawn. The phase diagram is

illustrated in Fig.5 on the (15 1, fh ) plane. Number in the phase diagram indicates the

numbers of states in which all of macro, semi-micro and micro fluctuations are strongly
h

excited. (Figure 4 illustrates the solutions one the dsection at = 15 .) In the upper-

left region of Fig.5, the semi-micro and micro modes are suppressed. In the right-end

region, the macro mode is quenched. In an intermediate region, all the macro, semi-

rnicro and micro mode fluctuations are excited strongly. The boundary between I and
"2" in Fig.5 is estimated in the small bm This boundary is given by the condition

Y 0 . This yields bm(l - 2)/0,5h Substitution of this into Eq.(9c) provides the

0.3

D h
0.2- 0

0

0.1 2

0
0 0.1 0.2 D 1 0.3

Fig.5 Phase diagram on the (151,15h ) plane. Other parameters are fixed as 15m 1/20 and 115
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relation X 2 2 1 + ( W '/(0 h 2 = ,5h/,5m )2( ± X)
Ec 2 . Elimination of x from

this equation and Eq.(9a) provides the boundaries, giving

f)h .
(31)

3.3.2 Case of intermediate drive for macro mode

When the drive for the macro mode is moderate and the parameter bm takes an
intermediate value, 15m -_ I I more complicated behaviour appears although x has only

one solution in the range of Eq.(21). Amplitudes y and z are given by solving Eq.(9).

Figure 6 illustrates the amplitudes x, y and z as a function of the driving

parameter 51 for a fixed value of 5h . (Examples of the parameters are chosen as

M I (qh�wl = 2 I kmlk )2 = 1/10 and = .) In this figure, the thick solidEc

curve indicates . The semi-micro mode is denoted by thick dashed curve and thick

dotted-dashed curve. The micro mode is expressed by thin dashed curve and thin dotted-
dashed curve. (The dotted curves indicate a solution I Y1 Z)I and dotted-dashed curves

show another solution (XI Y21 Z2)I respectively.) When the driving source of the semi-

micro mode is weak, the global mode suppresses other modes. When 51 increases, one

branch of fluctuations, in which both the semi-micro and micro mode fluctuations are

subcritically excited near the ctical point together with macro mode, appears. At this

critical point, two branches of fluctuation states appear. The nonlinear interplay induces

the subcritical excitation of semi-micro and micro mode fluctuations. As the drive for

senti-micro mode increases, the second bifurcation takes place, and the third and fourth of
the fluctuation states are allowed. (The solutions I Y1, ZI) and (XI Y21 Z2) are multiple

valued. In one solution of Y, Z/) or X, Y2, Z2)I the pair of a larger value of y and a

smaller one of z (or vice versa) represents the solution.) When further increases, the

macro mode is quenched by the other two modes.

7

z

X 2/_

/Y2-

r

0
0 1 2 3 D 4 5

Fig.6 Amplitudes of the macro mode, semi-micro and micro mode fluctuations as a function of the

drive of the semi-micro mode,61 . Other parameters are fixed as m= I h = 48 and c = 115

(Dotted curves for one solution XI yl I and dashed-dotted curves for another solution (XI Y2 Z2

Thick curves for y and thin ones for z .)
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15 7 T T

D h
N

10
0

5

0
0 2 4 D

N

Fig.7 Phase diagram of turbulent state on the plane of normalized parameters D' = D h I andN 111eff

h h1rh I h-eff Numbers in the diagram denote the possibleD = D D" is fixed as Dm = 1/5 ff

numbers of branches in which all the three components are simultaneously excited.

Figure 7 illustrates the phase diagram on the (6 1, h ) plane. It contains a

butterfly catastrophe that governs the state of fluctuations. There appear three critical

points which are shown in Fig.7. Figure 6 shows the solutions on the dsection of figure

7 at f) h= 48 This new catastrophe is induced by the nonlinear interactions among three

different classes of fluctuations.

3.3.3 Case of strong drive of macro mode

When the drive for the macro mode is so strong that Eq.(23) is satisfied, the

amplitude of the global mode is subject to the cusp catastrophe. There are two branches

of the macro-mode fluctuations: the branches of Eq.(24) and 26). (upper'and'lower'

branches, respectively.) For each solution x solutions of and z are obtained, which

are subject to a multiple bifurcation. Complex type of bifurcation is obtained.

Figure illustrates the amplitudes x, y and z as a function of the driving

parameter 51 for an intermediate value of 15h . (Parameters are chosen as D = 3,

(oh (01 = 2 (k-lk') = 1/10 , = 115 and 15h = 5.) Figure 8(a) shows the solutionV E,

associated with the upper branch of x, and figure 8(b) is for the lower branch of x. (As

in Fig.6, dotted curves are for one solution (X, 1, ZI), and the dashed-dotted curves are

for another solution (X, Y21 Z2). Thick curves denote y and thin curves indicate z.)

First, the solution associated with the upper-branch of x is investigated. (Figure

8(a)) When 51 is small, the other scale fluctuations are suppressed by the global mode.

As,61 increases, one branch of fluctuations with three modes appears as the supercritical

excitation. With the increase of 51 the second bifurcation takes place, which can be also

the subcritical excitation. The amplitudes of sem�i-n-iicro and micro modes can have

comparable magnitudes in this region (for both (Y I, I) and (y,, z,) ). When N further

increases, the macro mode is quenched by the other two.
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./Z 2 1
2

z

2

0 1 Y" 0 1
0 1 0 2 3 D' 4 0 1 0 2 30 D 1 4 

Fig.8 Amplitudes of the macro, semi-micro and micro mode fluctuations as a function of 51. m

& and r , are fixed as Bm = 3 )h = and CY = 115 The upper branch of x (a), and the lower branch

of x (b). (Dotted curves for one solution (x, Y1, z, and dashed-dotted curve for another solution

(X, Y2, Z2 ). Thick curves for y and thin curves for z

Next, the lower-branch of x is investigated. (Figure 8(b).) This branch does not

existexceptinanintennediaterangeofb1 inwhichEq.(26)issatisfied. Therearetwo

solutionsof(yz) forthislowerbranchofx. Inthiscase,thesemi-micromodeismost

strongly excited than others, whose amplitude can exceeds unity.

Figure 9 illustrates the amplitudes x, y and z as a function of N for a large value

of bm . (Parameters are chosen as E = 3 (oh 1 =2 k m1k' 2 = I I 0 1/5 andEAOE,

h
b = 12.) Figure 9(a) and (b) show the solutions associated with the upper and lower

branches of x, respectively. Correspondence of curves is the same as in Fig. 8. For the

upper-branch of x, the features of solutions (X, Y1 Z) and X, Y2, Z2) are similar to the

case in Fig.8(a), except that the solution (X, Y1 Z) appears via subcritical excitation.

Features of solutions of the lower branch of x in Fig.9(b) are similar to those in Fig.8(b).

z3............................ 2S .................N1 . 4 N

Y2

z X

Y 2 z
k 1 Z2,_�

". YY C 42
0 4Z o L 7 1�

0 10 zu 30 D I 4U 0 10 20 30 D 1 40

Fig.9 Amplitudes of the macro, semi-micro and micro mode fluctuations as a function of,61. 5 n

& and CY are fixed as 15m = 3 , 15 = 12 and = 1/5 . The upper branch of x (a), and the lower branch

of x (b). (Dotted curves for one solution (x, 1, Z, and dashed-dotted curve for another solution

(X, Y2, Z2 ). Thick curves for and thin curves for 
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Fig.10 Phase diagram on the ('61,15h plane. Other parameters are fixed as 5m 3 and C = 1/5
Expanded view in given in (b).

Summarizing these studies of solutions, the phase diagram is given in Fig. 0.

Where the numberVis written, one or two kinds of modes are quenched. In Fig.10,

li'+'j' means that there are number of solutions belong to the upper branch of x and j

solutions to the lower branch of x.

4. Summary and Discussion

In this paper, we have analyzed the turbulence composed of three kinds of

collective modes with different scale lengths. A new insight was given for the transition

of turbulence. The nonlinear interplay between them was analyzed, and various kinds of

turbulent states were found. The transitions among turbulent states were investigated. A

phase diagram was summarized. A butterfly type catastrophe as well as a cusp type

catastrophe were revealed. It is stressed that the condition for the appearance of one kind

of fluctuations with one characteristic scale length is strongly influenced by the presence

of other kinds of fluctuations. One is quenched by the others, or one suppresses the

others. The level of macro mode is always reduced by the nonlinear coupling, i.e. x < I

for the simultaneous existence of the three modes. However, the sen-ii-micro or the

micro mode can extra-excited by the others over its own level, i.e., y > I or z > Due

to this, a prediction of the critical condition for the onset of fluctuations deviates

consiiderably from the one which is derived by linear stability analysis. A transition

between different state of turbulence could be a subcritical excitation, even if each one

might be excited through supercritical excitation when analyzed independently.

Other important issue is the presence of the inten-nediate states. As is shown by

the phase diagrams, there are many states, for a given set of driving parameters
Ain A/ h

D )9 with different amplitudes of meso-scale and micro scale fluctuations.

These are called ntermediate states. A statistical average of turbulence level and

accessibility to a particular state of turbulence from other states are strongly influenced by

the appearance of the intermediate states. A statistical analysis that describes the
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dynamics between different states of turbulence must be investigated, and is left for future

study.

We have analyses the nonlinear interplay between three kinds of modes in

turbulent plasmas. The basic mechanisms of these nonlinear interactions are generic.

The subcritical excitation owing to the presence of fluctuations of other scale length can

be applied to the sudden appearance of the "events" or "collapse phenomena", such as

sawtooth activities etc 271. Furthermore, the basic concept can be used for the systems

of complexity, which requires the further study.
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Appendix A: Statistical modelling

A statistical modelling of the nonlinear term has been discussed in ref.[5]. In this

appendix A, a brief summary is made.

The renormalized drag (coherent part) is given in a forrn of the eddy-viscosity type
nonlinear transfer rate yj. A random-noise part is regarded to have a shorter decorrelation

time than'y I according to rapid change model 17]. The nonlinear drag term is writteni

in an apparent linear term as

T
f) = (71 fl, 72f2l 73f3l 74A, 75A (A )

We employ the expression that the superscripts m , 1 and h denote the macro,

serni-micro and micro modes, respectively, and the subscripts (m) , (1) and (h) denote the

contributions from the macro, serni-n-kro and micro modes, respectively. The driving

part in the nonlinear interactions is deduced, giving

D'j, j -1m) j j + -1) j j COE COE (1) (A2a)

j, j 11m) j j 'E (m) (AM)

(j I j = 3 -

'94 2 2 = N 2 2 11 2 � I )E(m) (OE(l) (A2c)

D(M) 2 2 ' � - '(OE(m) (AM)

D' j I 4 + t)j, wj(m - i Oj(j) (A2e)

-D(M)j, i (j(") (A2f)

(j=3-5 )and

-D42 I Dtm 2 2 i M2(m) (02(l) (A2h)

Alan 2Ir4 - i �- 1(02(,) (A20
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where

,E(m - ky k d�' and coE(j = ky d �'- k ) (A3a)TX- TY TX- XT

are the Doppler shifts owing to the E velocity associated with the macro mode and

semi-micro mode, and

C) -M C) M 0 C)(,)j(m) ky + kxTfj and oj(,) kYT-f
?X-fj Y fj (A3b)

2 - 5 represent the modification of plasma parameter by the macro mode and semi-

micro mode, respectively.
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Appendix B: An example of coupled equations

In this appendix, a case study for the combinations of (resistive-g mode, ITG

mode and CDIN4) is explicitly shown.

B1. Nonlinear eigenvalue

BLI Macro mode

Nonlinear growth rate of the mode is given as

1/3 �v

'M TCS ix�O exp - 2 (B 1)
GO'nk'0

where 1 is the resistivity, Go is the normalized pressure gradient coupled with the

gradient of the magnetic field

Go = V In p - V In Bo, (132)

m2 'Y m2gv is te on v'scosity,,ym =gv kis the eddy damping rate, and X k If theV 0 X 0

thermal conductivity has the similar value to that of the ion shear viscosity, 9v X the

renon-nalized growth rate is approximated as

'Y = Goym) 3 exp -TES (133)
V T M071ko

The nonlinear eigenvalue is given as

)2)-%ekm + IYM +,Ym (134)
((DE I (OEmc 0 V

B1.2 Semi-micro mode

The growth rate has been calculated as 31

= r S (135)
70 qR ( I I

and the critical value of the E shearing rate was given as

(01 (21VI �+n,),yl (136)Ec 0
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The shearing rate by the macro mode on the semi-micro mode has been given as [5]

1(DE(.) I = (k-)'VP . (B7)

The nonlinear egenvalue is expressed as

2 Pw
%e I +I k ' /2y, VI + (B8)

I + (OEIIWEc) 2 + (k-)'(coEj 7�r_ V

B1.3 Micro mode

The nonlinear growth rate has been calculated as 23]

h = �_GO v, IRYO (B9)

and the critical value of the E shearing rate was given as 281

0) h - t h 1,,faR (BIO)

The shearing rates by the macro mode and the semi-micro are given as [5]

1(J)E(l) (k' 2 (B 1 1)

and

I(DE(.) (k M)2��j (B 12)

The nonlinear eigenvalue is expressed as

YO, h

2 4 4(COEhj - 'I_ + ' (B 13)
(OE11COEJ + (k') (oEj I+ k

B2. Equation for stationary states

Conditions for stationary state are given for macro, semi-micro and micro mode as

m -- r
I + (OE I (OE, Y) r O (macro) (B 14)
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,OrI +I ko�12,r, IVIT�-
) (km )4((O, Y=O (semi-micro) (B 15)

1 + ((OE I WEc

and

- 70 2 2,,+ 7h = (micro) ( 6)
1 + COE I 1COEhc + (k')'(Coh (km )4(0)Eh,) 2mEc

respectively.

Eddy damping rate is expressed in terms of the fluctuation amplitude.

The eddy damping rate for the macro mode is given as

Y2 ym YV
+ (B 17a)

(k')' (k' )2 (k' )20 0 0

or

YMII +
(km (k' )2 4 + 4I' (B l7b)

0 0 0

For semi-micro mode one has

12 )4I, + )2 h2(k' (k' (k �,/t) Ih (B 18)
0 0 0

thatis

12
YV Yv � _Ih
k' 4 + k'2 (B 19a)

0 0

or

Y" �"Jh + � �J
k 102 2 + 4,P (B 19b)

The eddy damping rate for the micro mode is given as
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Y - k VfI h (B20)

B3. Coupled nonlinear equations

Equations (B 14), (B 15), (B 16), (B l7b), (B 19b) and (1320) form a set of coupled
equations for the eddy damping rates Y, Y', Y�v and the spectral functions Im, II, Ih for

hgiven set of plasma parameters. Elimination of te eddy damping ratesy, , 7, and 7.

from Es.(B 14), (B 15), (B 16), (B 17b), (B 19b), (1320), gives a final set of closed
equations for I' and Ih as

�j �h�+ + 4P + + VI�+ 4P ) + 16I' D' (1321)

+ �I �+4I'� = D A + V712D_� (1322)
2 I + IM III--

eff

and

I + Im III--M_eff

ih 4Dm 2 �P -(I lIml2Dm)
(1323)

h 2 I + lh+-I- 1,1+ h+-m- lim
(D eff eff

where

DM= I (Co,/Wm)2)-' YM km- 2 (B24a)
Ec 0 0

1 2 'Yj I - 2

D + (CO11WE, 0 0 (B24b)

and

h I 11(oh 2) yh kh-2 (1324c)
D + ((OE Ec) 0 0

represent driving sources for the macro, semi-micro and micro mode fluctuations,

respectively. The parameters
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I'm (Ct)EICOE, 2 ( t)E, 2 )- 4
Jff a( I (km (8a)

h- = I .,j.h )2)(WEh,)2 )- 4
I, ff- Ec (k (8b)

and

Ih,-m = I 0),/W , 2)((OE,,)2 (k-) -4 (8c)
�ff - ( Ec

represents the critical level for suppression.
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